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Introduction

This report contains the extensive descriptions of (some of) the monitoring
systems on health and safety in use in the Benelur countries and Germany. As

this exercise is meant to be a first attempt at describing such systems, we

have not tried to be as complete as possible in covering "aII" systems
available. t{e merely intended to give an overall view of what kind of
systems are now used to monitor working conditions and health aspect,s of
work, or have been used in the past decade.

The project of which this report is a part, aimed at gathering information
on monitoring systems throughout the EC member states. Similar reports about
the other count,ries have therefore also been produced and are available at
the Foundation.

Abstracts of all the gathered systems have also been compiled and put into a

catalogue. This document will have to be updaEed and extended regrurarly to
provide an ongoing "state of the artn view of the current monitoring systems
used in the EC.

Before entering into the descriptions we will first give a general picture
of the "working environment institutions" involved in the many aspects of
working conditions and health in the Benelux and Germany.

In Belgium three major sources for the provision of data on occupational
accidents can be discerned. Firstly data based on reports from the 'safety
and labour-hygiene conunittees', covering about 75t of the population.
Secondly the inspection of insurances and thirdly the National Institute for
Statistics.

These three sources for statistical data are yearly coordinated by the NwA
(a national association for the prevention of occupational accidents). This
national association has a documentation centre that gathers and
disseminates information on problems of safety and working environment.

The scheme of benefits in Belgium in case of occupational accidents is a
matter of civil law. In contrast with that the Fund for occupational
diseases is a matter of public law and is as such under the rules of social
security. This fund is the only provider of data on sickness statistics.
These statist,ics are used for preventive purposes. Prevent,ive policies are
carried out furthermore by an extensive and effective network of
occupational health services. Actions are taken to include smaller companies
in these occupational health services in the nearby future.

A number of research institutes have carried out projecEs with the aim to
inform and stimulate government as wel} as industry in their policies to
inprove working conditions. ]n this sense research was done on a.o.
occupational accidents and occupational diseases of shift-workers, absence
due to illness and influence of technological development on safety and
occupaEional accidents .

In the Belgian situation there are no large-scale surveys conducted on
working conditions and health of the working population.



In the Netherlands one of the major providers of some general aspects of
information on working conditions is the Central Bureau for Statistics
(CBS). By means of large-scale surveys conducted by CBS there exists a more
or less cont,inuous flow of information on many aspects of life, among which
certain indicators for working conditions. The bureau is in organisational
terms a part of the ministry for economic affairs.

Due to specific organisation of Ehe workers health insurance in the
Netherlands a lot of information on workers health is collected by branch
organisations which govern the benefit payments. These organisations are
also the providers of the basic information on occupational accidents and
diseases. This basic information is collected and stored at the ministry of
social affairs and employment. The CBS is responsible for the publication of
these data. Apart from these public bodies there consists a number of
institutions (universities) and organisations which conduct research in the
field of working conditions and work related health.

In tuxembourg there are two organisations that deal with the recording and
reporting of occupational accidents and diseases. Firstly there is the
'Associat,ion d'Assurance conEre les Accidents', a social security bodi, and
secondly the 'Inspection du travail et des mines'. Because of the compulsory
notifications of accidents and diseases by employers, both organisations are
notified in occurring cases. The statistics produced by the insurance body
are exhaustive, which means that all reported accidents and diseases are
inctuded. The data published by the Inspectorate are based on occurrences in
the steel and mining industry and a more of less representative group of
companies for other sectors. These statistics, which have been started in
L979, are aimed at creatinqr a basis for the work of the Labour Inspection.

The German situation regarding the monitoring of working conditions is
characterised by the existence of a varieEy of data sources and instruments
as weII as serious attempts to improve the utilization of these systems.

Traditionally, reported occupational accidents and injuries provide an
important source of information on work places with safety risks. For many
years the administrative data of compulsory accident insurance have been
analysed and used for preventive purposes. Since the early eighties the
government, research institutes and social security bodies stimulate
projects to make better use of available social securiEy data. They should
be used optimal for the detection of work related diseases, epideniological
research on high risk jobs, and the improvement of health and safety
prevention.

Working conditions of the entire work force are only irregrularly
investigated in this country. The two year Mikrozensus covers a restricted
number of job characteristics (e.9. occupation, working time). In 1979 and
in 1985/1986 a nation-wide survey was made, which mainly aimed to inguire
about labour market mobility, educational and gualification aspects of the
work force. Notwithstanding, the survey contains important indicators on
working conditions (e.9. tasks, physical and mental aspects of the work
pIace, tools and equipment applied). The next survey will be held in 1991-
L992.



Three more instruments can be mentioned which may contribute to a better
insight of some aspects of working conditions. The BAU (Bundesanstalt fiir
Arbeitsschutz) operates an information system on fatal occupational
accidents, which contains information based on inspection reports of the
Labour Inspectorate. Furthermore, the Technical Control Board Rheinland
developed a system containing occupational health data from about 300.000
preventive medical examinations of workers. FinaIIy, the integration of
documentation systems has also been started a few years ago. Occupational
associations (administering accidenLs insurance) started to integrate
databases which are now separately operaued, covering occupational diseases,
asbestos exposed persons, substances and products, etc.
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Occupational accidents statistics

f. General context and sLructure

1.1 Identification:

"statistiek van de arbeidsongievallen"
Nationaal Instituut voor de Statistiek (N.I.S.)
Leuvenseweg 44
1000 Brussel
Belgium

Telephone: 32 25 13 13 04

L.2 Institutional contexL

rhis institute is a parE of the Ministry of Economic Affairs.
The N.I.S. processes the data as being delivered by the authorized
insurance agencies.

1.3 General Outline

In the accident statistics an extensive overview is given of all
accidents on and around the workplace of workers under the
"Occupational Accidents Act". The accidents from and to the workplace
are dealt with separately.

1.4 Origin and history

Since the introduction of the "Occupational Accidents Act" in 1971 the
insurance agencies provide yearly information about occupational
accidents to the N.I.S.

f I. !,lissions and obiectives

2.L General aim

The general aim is information-gathering about risk-groups. On the
basis of this information adjustments in policy can be made, by the
Government as well as by the insurance agencies.

2.2 fntended users

Governmental bodies
Insurance agtencies
Scientific research



IfI. Description

3.1 Periodicity

Yearly report

3.2 Methodology

3.2.L Field of survey

fn the statistic all accidents are recorded under the
'Occupational Accidents Act,', this means practically every
occupational accident.

3.2.2 Organisation and technique

The insurance agencies gather information from the companies about the
accident and generate data about the duration of disability and the
financial consequences. They then send this data to the N.I.S.

3.3 Indicators

3.3.1 Basic indicators

Working conditions:
- occupation of injured person
- sector of activity
- size of company
- material agent (cause)

Health indicators:
- type of injury
- location of injury
- type of accident
- duration of disability

3.3.2 Other variables

Age, gender, nationality, monEh of occurrence, financial conseguences.

fV. Output and users

4.L Types of products and their influence

A report is published yearly consisting of a series of tables.
Furthermore a number of possible additional tables to be obtained is
listed.



4.2 Accessibility

The reports can be obtained from the N.I.S. for a moderate amounL.

4.3 Network integration ?

No network integration

4.4 Actual users and actual use

No information available

V. CriEica1 analvsis

5.1 Is it useful?

Because of the exEensive overviews a good insight can be 1984 was
published.

5.4 Potential for generalisation?

The abundance and tlpe of information (accidents by occupation) seems
to make an comparison with data from oEher countries possible.

5.5 Lack of connection between function and needs?

No information available.



Absence due to illness

I. General context and structure

1.1 rdentification:

Afwezigheid wegens ziekte (research-report)
E. Henderickx
Faculteit van de Rechtsgeleerdheid
nijksuniversiteit te Gent
Academy Year 1984-1985
Belgium

L.2 Institutional context

University in Gent

General Outline

It concerned an empirical study on strategic
number of companies. It was tried to asses
background variables on absence rates by
collection and statistical analysis.

Origin and history

1.3

L.4

2-2

III. Descriotion

3.1 PeriodicitY

One-time research

behavior of workers in a
the influence of several
way of structured data

II. Missions and objectives

2.L General aim

To give an insight in the relative importance of sickness absence.

This insight "uln 
contribute to the public discussion about the

formulated Problem.

Intended users

The participants of Ehe public discussion about absence causes and

cost;, as the public service and social security aqrencies'



3.2 Methodologry

3 .2.L Field of survey

The data concern 1012 employees in 32 labour organisations.

3.2.2 Organisation and technique

To obtain information on a large amount of variables a Eransversal
survey design has been used. For this a structured questionnaire has
been developed. The respondents have been approached through the
personal departments of the selected companies.

3.3 Indicators

3.3.1 Basic indicators

Working conditions:
- temperature
- noise
- smell
- dust
- safety
- shiftwork
- workrate

HeaIth indicators:
- perceived health
- absence proneness
- frequency of absence
- sickness duration

3.3.2 Other variables

Age, residence, length of service, education-Ieve1, used technologies,
satisfaction-sca1es, status, social nobility.

IV. Output and users

4.7 Types of products and their influence

A one-time report

4.2 Accessibility

Open to the public.



4.3 Network integration ?

4.4 Actual users and actuaL use

}{o infornation available.

V. Critical a+alysis

5.1 Is it useful?

It is usef'ul for similar researeh.

5.2 For what. purposes?

See 5.1

5.3 IIow to iurprove it?

5,4 PotenLial for generalisation?

The data are from reBreEentat,ive sanp1es.

5.5 Lack of connection hetween function and needs?



@neraI census and housing count (198U

I. General context and structure

1.1 IdenEification:

Algemene volks- en woningrtelling (1981)
Nationaal instituut voor de StaEistiek (N.I.S.)
Leuvenseweg 44
1000 Brussel
Belgium

Telephone z 32-2513L304

L.2 Institutional context

The institute is a part of the Ministry of Economic Affairs.

1.3 General Outline

Providing an overview of demographic characteristics of the
population. Apart from the distribution of the population over men and
women and workers and non-workers, for all administrative units of the
country information about occupation, the position in the company,
sector of economic activity and the weekly working time was gaEhered.

1.4 Origin and history

II. Missions and objectives

2.L General aim

See 1.3

2.2 Intended users

The intended users are civil servants in the diverse levels of the
countries Adminis trat.ion.

III. Description

3.1 Periodicity

A one-time research.



3.2 Methodologry

3.2.L Field of survey

The data concern all inhabitants of Belgium in 1981.

3.2.2 Organisation and technique

Nationwide survey.

3.3 Indicators

3.3.1 Basic indicators

- worker/non-worker
- occupation category
- sector of economic activity
- weekly working time

3.3.2 Other variables

Age, gender, residence

fV. Output and users

4.L llpes of producEs and their influence

A one-time report

4.2 Accessibility

The report is open to the public.

4.3 Network integration ?

No network integration

4.4 Actual users and actual use

No information available



V. Critical analvsis

5.1 Is it useful?

5..2 For whaE purposes?

5.3 How to improve it?

5.4 Potential for generalisation?

The data concern the whoLe population.

5.5 l,ack of connection between function and needs?

No information available.
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Idicro-Census

I. General context and structures

1.1 Identification

!,likrozensus
Statistisches Bundesamt
Postfach 5528
6200 wiesbaden
GermanY

Telephonez 06L2L - 751
Telefax: 06L2L - 753425

L.2 Institutional context

1.3 General outline

Survey in German inhabiEants providing information on populaEion,
employment and social security.

L.4 Origin and history

The Mikrozensus was firstly carried ouE in L957, and with a few
exceptions repeated yearly or every two years.

tI. Missions and objectives

2.L General aim

The Mikrozensus aims to provide continuous information on population
and emplolErcnt in years not covered by the general census.

2.2 Intended users

Data and analysis are provided for decision makers, social partners,
labour markeE and social security experts, researchers.

III. Description

3.1 Periodicity

with some excepEions the Mikrozensus is carried out annua1ly. The
organisation of field work is carried out by statistical bureaus of
the countries (Ldnde)



L4

3.3

3.2 Methodology

The survey covers a representative 1t sample of the workinq age
population which is legally obliged to provide information.
The 18 sample is yearly surveyed in the last week of April or first
week of May. About 200.000 households are covered, containinq about
600.000 persons which are interviewed by about 4.000 interviewers.

Indicators

3.3.1 Basic indicators

The questionnaire contains a questions on sociodemographic
characteristics (age, gender, nationality,etc. ), work (employment),
present job (sector, occupational status, normal and real working
time, occupation), income and social security (receipt of benefits,
etc. ) .
Additionally, in a supplementary questionnaire every two years some
questions are included regarding health-issues (e.9. consumption of
pharmaceuticals, chronic diseases, accidents, work incapacity, medical
consultations).

IV. Output and users

Data from l.tikrozensus are used by decision makers in several areas
(employment, social security, health care). Numerous publications
(books, articles) deal with developments in German work force, working
conditions, etc. Data are further used for international overviews,
research, etc.

Evaluation

Vis-d-vis workinq-conditions the restrictions of information are
obvious. In 1989 two extra characteristics could be measured: "shift
work" and "weekend work". Legral conditions limit the inclusion of a

wider range of indicators on working-conditions. Consequently, the use
of the data for the improvement of working-conditions is restricted.
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Iutegrated iafor:nation alrats on hazardous substanc-es (GESftSl

I. General context and structures

1.1 Identification

Hauptverband der gewerbl ichen Beruf sgenos sens chaf ten
Alte HeerstraBe 111
5205 St. Augrustin 2
Germany

Telephonez 0224L - 23t02
Telefa<: 0224L - 23L234

II. Missions and obiectives

GESTIS offers information on chemical substances and productsr on
exposure to these substances at workplaces and on cases of
occupational diseases. The system also provides background information
in the form of literature references.

III. Description

GESTIS consists of four separate databases (substances and products
(zeSP), exposure data (MEGA-DOK), cases of occupational. diseases (BK-
DOI() and literature references. A1l. of them are maintained by the
central federation of the professional associations. Furthermore,
databases containing special data material on exposure to asbestos,
carcinoqrenic substances, hazardous substances and products on
construction sites have been generated by different professional
associations. They are integral parts of GESTIS.

Integration of all above-mentioned databases is possible by means of
key fields containing, e.g. the product-code, substance-code,
industrial branch-code, workplace-code or profession-code. The
measuring services of the professional associations as well as special
expert working groups provide the latest data material used to
continuously update the databases.

IV. Output and users

GESTIS may be inquired to get details on e.g. correlations between
occupational diseases and exposure to hazardous substances, statistics
and trends of occupational health, statistics and trends of exposure
data of typical workplaces in certain industrial branches and to
obLain online-information on hazardous substances and products (first
aid, toxicologry, prevention, etc.). The integration of GESTIS thus
ensures a link-up between different databases providing answers to all
kinds of questions concerning occupational exposure, prevention and
health.
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Use is inrproved by restricting the scope
and limiEing acc€s6ibility preferably-
preventlon and insurance insEitutions
"professional associations' I .

of data
to the
(in the

materials available
statutor:y accident

followirpr ca1led
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Data Bant Technical Control Board Rhein'land

I. General context and structures

1.1 Identification

T0V Rheinland
Postfach 10 17 50
5000 Koln 1
Germany

Telephonez 022L - 8050
Telefax: 0221 - 805114

L.2 Institutional context

As one of its tasks of the Technical ConErol Board, Rheinland offers
occupational health services to empLoyers in the Rhein-nuhr-area. To
that end fifteen occupational health centres are in operation,
covering about 190,000 employees in 780 firms.

1.3 General outline

Medical examinations carried out are being compiled into a data base
and analysed for preventive purposes.

L.4 Origin and history

The system has been started in 1982. In 1989 the system contained data
from about 375,000 examinations.

II. Missions and obiectives

2.t General aim

Data are yearly compiled and analysed to allow an insiqrht into the
work-relatedness of health complaints and into the effectiveness of
health and safety protecting measures aE an individual level.

2.2 Intended users

The information provided by the system shourd arrow occupational
physicians to evaluate health-related measures, improve diagnostics,
inform employers on health-related problems in personnel (aggregated
leveI).
Further data could be used for epidemiological studies to detect
health risks in occupational groups.
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III. Description

3.1 Periodicity

Since L982 for every year medical examination forms have been compiled
in a data base.

3.2 Methodology

Bio-nedical examination outcoles as well as questionnaire data on work
stress, health comlllaints, etc., are recorded on a standard form
continuously entered in the data system.

3.3 Indicators

Several aspects of the work p1ace, work stress as well as workers
characteristics are measured:
- dg€, gender of employee;
- health complaints, diagmosis, Iaboratory outcomesi
- job/profession;
- work stress (physical, mental, social), working time, job

requirements, work place.

IV. Output and users

An important function of the system is the provision of information
for the occupational physician re-examining employees (comparative and
eval.uative purposes). Furthenpre, a start has been made with the
analysis of aggrregated data to detect work-related health risks in
selected job groups or work places.
Vis-i-vis the abundance of materials selection of aggregated data are
available for research purposes.

V. Critical evaluation

The system holders indicated that the organisation of the system may
need reconsideration. Valuable socio-medical data are available, but
require some progrrame to allow fuIl use for preventive purposes.
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Data Base Fata1 Occulntional accidents

I. General conLext and structures

1.1 Identification

Erhebung t6dliche
BundesansEalt flir
Postfach L70202
4500 Dortmund 17
Germany

Telephone: 0231 -
Telefax: 023L -

Arbeitsunf6lle
Arbeitsschutz (BAU)

17531
L7 634s4

L.2 Inslitutional context

The FederaL lnstitute for OccupaEional
coqriles data derived from reports of
occupational accident,s.

Safety yearly processes and
Labour Inspectors on fatal

1.3 General outline

The information on fatal accidents
and reported annually and provides
vis prevention and safety matters.

in the private sector is analysed
data for research purposes vis-i-

L.4 Origin and history

The project started in 1978 with the development of a quesEionnaire.
This quest,ionnaire is nation-wide used by labour inspectors to
describe fatal accidents. Publications were made yearly, but recently
only for longer periods.

II. Missions and objectives

2.L General aim

The system aims at the detection of high risk jobs, work places or
sectors with a special interest in fatal electricity accidents and
accidents involving dangerous substances.

Intended users

The insights based on the analysis of fatal accidents shouldcontribute
to the improvement of prevention, and provide cues for revision or
development of (lega1) safety regrulations. Furtherrnore, the

2.2
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questionnaire should give an informative structure
investigation of the labour inspector.

III. Description

3.1 Periodicity

Yearly reports

to the

3.2 UethodologD,

The questionnaires are provided by the Labour Inspectorate and
processed and compiled at the Federal Institute. Fatal accidents are
statisticaly described and specific analyses may be performed (e.g.
regarding specific work places or sectors).

3.3 Indicators

The questionnaires cover several aspects of fatal accidents, namely:
- employee (age, gender, education, job);
- firm (sector, size);
- tasks performed, personal protection;
- tools, instrument,s, machines involved;
- specific risks: dangerous substances, electricity, deteriorated work

place;
- measures taken (including first aid);
- description of accident process.

IV. Output and users

Outcomes of the analysis were pubtished yearly, but since 1985 every
four years. Statistical analysis were focussed on person-related,
firm-related, job-related and prevention-related characteristics of
fatal accidenEs. Also sector-specific overviews were provided and
compared over years.
Several proposals to inprove safety regrulations could be formulated,
which were part,ly based on case studies. The data base is available
for research purposes.

v. Critical evaluation

Several aspects of fatal accidenLs have been
satisfactorily, so that this is no lonqrer
Revision of the questionnaire is pending
technology, which should be adequately covered

described and analysed
repeated every year.
to match changes in
in this instrument.
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Qualification ad rorl surcey

I. General context and structures

1.1 Identification

Institut fur Arbeitmarkt- und Berufsforschung (IABB)
der Bundesanstalt fiir Arbeit
Postfach
8500 Nurnberg 1
Germany

Telephone: 0911 - LlL
Telefax: 0911 - L72123

L.2 Institutional context

The IABB conducts studies and inquiries in the field of employment,
labour market, qualification, rehabilitation, etc. and operates within
the Federal Bureau for Employment.

1.3 General outline

Irregrularly nation-wide surveys are held to investigate (un)employment
issues. The gualification and work survey was held in co-operation
with the Federal Institute for Occupational Training.

L.4 Origin and history

The first survey was held in Lglg, the second in 1985/1986. They
originate in the need for more and specific information as census data
showed many restrictions.

II. Missions and obiectives

2.1 General aim

The survey aimed at obtaining an insight in technological changes
qualification and mobility processes in the labour market. The
information is provided for decision making purposes in the field of
qualification and education, emplotrment policy and rorking-conditions.

III. Description

3.1 Periodicity

The inquiry is carried out on an irregrular basis. The next survey is
planned for 1991 or L992.
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3.2 Methodoloqy

The survey covered a representative sample of about 26,300 workers and
aimed at obtaining an insight in labour market mobility, qualification
levels, etc. Partly some aspects of working conditions were measured:
profession, job content, work place, tooLs and instruments, working
conditions, use of protective equipment, €tc. Specific working
conditions covered were:
- Manual transport/lifting over 20Kg
- Work in atmosphere of smoke, dust, gas, vapors
- Work in co1d, hot. damp conditions, in water, air draughts
- work in a noisy environment
- Work bent over, sguatting, kneeling, lying; work above head
- Standing work
- Work with oils, fats, dirt, rubbish
- Work with strong shaking, knocking, vibrations
- Work in dazzling light, bad/insufficient ligrht
- Handling of dangerous substances, observance of safety regrulations,

use of protective clothing
- Night work/shift work
- B(ternal control regrulations
- Pressure for time allowed, responsibility, concentration
- Variety of tasks, pressure for innovation
- Disturbances, work impediments

IV. Output and users

The abundance of material provides information for separate inquiries.
In some articles first outcomes have been published both dealing with
description of labour market processes or experienced working-
conditions, as well as with technical, methodological issues (e.g.
tlpology of work places). Both public authorities, social partners and
researchers make use of the information.

V. Critical evaluation

The survey is considered to be an extensive instrument to provide
valuable information for decision makers and researchers. The material
has only partly been explored. It is still to be decided whether
psychological aspects of work and working-conditions (e.9. job
satisfaction) should be covered more fully in the next version.
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Occulntional accident and diseases statistics

I. General context and structures

1.1 Identification

Hauptverband der Gewerbliche Berufsgenossenschaf ten
Postfach 150140
5300 Bonn 1
Germany

Telephonez 0224L - 23101
Telefax: 0224L - 231333

Institutional context

German occupational accident and disease insurance is administered by
occupational associations. The central Federation (Hauptverband) of
these associations annually publishes statistics based on (a sample
of) reported occupational accidents and diseases.

General outline

The statistical overviews inform about trends, reported causes,
rehabilitation measures taken, claim rewards, etc. Furthermore,
statistical analyses are carried out on specific subjects.

Origin and history

The publication of statistical overviews on occupational accidents and
injuries is compulsory. rn L972 a new recording and reporting system
has been developed. In due course several alterations have been made
due to changes in recording conventions or information needs.

L.2

1.3

L.4

II. Missions and obiectives

2.L General aim

The analysis and publication of statistics on occupational accidents
and diseases not only aim at financial purposes. The overviews and
special studies are particularly made for use in prevention,
rehabilitation, education and advisory tasks of the associations. From
the beginning it was clear that the system could only in a limited way
give insight in accident causes.
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2.2 Intended users

The system should provide information to support and improve
preventive activities at work place, firm and sectoral level, by means
of education, safety regulations, etc.

III. Description

3.1 Periodicity

Annually some standard statistical overvi.ews are published.
Irregularly specific analysis are carried ouL, containing a more
detailed consideration of safety aspects (e.9. as to sectors, causes,
fatal accidents, trends in reported or recogmized occupational
diseases).

3.2 Methodologry

Statistics on reported accidents are based on a representative 10t
sample, whereas occupational diseases statistics are based on the
entire polrulation of cases reported and/or compensated.
Occupational accidents are recorded by the employer on a form
containing questions as to the employee, accident, work place,
measures taken, etc. The form is sent to the association which
adninisters the benefit or compensation claim. A sample of reported
injuries is yearly codified and entered in the data base at the
Federation institute.

3.3 Indicators

The recording and reporting system covers four aspects of the
accident:
- firm,
- employee (name, og€, gender, occupation),
- injury (Elpe, place, actions taken, etc.),
- accident process (work p1ace, machine, protective equipment used,

etc. ) .

IV. Output and users

Next, to a yearly publication with elementary statistical overviews
some articles are published reporting on slncific aspects.
The data yearly compiled in the system are only aeeessible for
Federation experts. fn special cases data are made available for
researchers outside the institution.
Several categories of users may be discerned. Ylithin the occupational
association statistics are being used in safety inspections, accident
investigations for educational purposes, or preparation of safety
measures. Within firms accident statistics may fulfill comparative and
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evaluative purposes for safety e)<perts safety comnittees and
occupational physicians. The data system has only a secundary funcLion
for epidemiological research purposes.

V. Critical evaluation

The system contains basic information on several aspects of accidents
and occupational diseases, which are considered to be useful for
preventive puirposes. The reliability of the system is considered to
be on a high leveI. Improvements have been made in the basic recording
form and the codification of the accident process. Notwithstanding,
vis-d-vis changes in production technologly the restrictions of
reporting systems based on employee data are becoming obvious.
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Statistic of occupational Accidents and Diseases
(Ite Labour Inspectorate)

I. General conEext and structure

1. 1 Ident.if ication:

Statistique des Accidents
Inspection du Travail
26, rue Zithe
L-2763 Luxembourg
Luxembourg

L.2 Institutional context

The Labour fnspectorate in Luxembourg is a part of the Ministry of
Labour.

1.3 General Outline

Because of the mandatory notification of occupational accidents and
diseases fhe Labour fnspectorate receives all data on accidents and
diseases.

7.4 Origin and history

II. ttlissions and objectives

2.t General aim

The general aim of this statistic is provide information for the
development of a basis for the controlling and preventive tasks of the
fnspec toraLe.

2.2 Intended users

Policy makers, Labour Inspectorate, scientific research.

rII. DescripEion

3.1 Periodicity

A yearly report is produced
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3.2 Methodology

3.2.L Field of survey

Not all data received by the Labour Inspectorate are used in the
creation of the statistic. E*cept for the mining and steel-industry,
fron which all accidents are included, only accidents from a
representative number of companies of the remaining sectors are
included.

3.2.2 Organisation and technique

Companies are required to inform the Labour rnspectorate about
occupational accidents.

3.3 Indicators

3.3.1 Basic indicators

Relevant indicators are: frequencies by branch, injured part of body,
absenteeism.

3 .3.2 Other variables

IV. Output and users

4.L Types of products and their influence

Yearly reports are produced.

4.2 Accessibility

Information can be obtained through the reports.

4.3 Network integration ?

No network integration

4.4 Actual users and actual use

No information was availabre about the actuar use of the data.
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Statistics of Occupational Accidents and Diseases
(The insurance Associationl

f. General context and structure

1.1 Identification:

Compte Rendu de l'Exercice 19..
Association d'Assurance contre les Accidents
L25, Route d'Esch
L-2976 Luxembourg
Luxembourg

1.2 Institutional context

The 'Association d'Assurance' (insurance association) is a public body
which is under the surveillance of the Government. It's general
assembly is nominated by the Ministry of Labour.

1.3 General Outline

The statistics are produced by the association, which is responsible
for the recording and reportinq on occupational accidents and
occupational diseases and their proper Lreatment in terms of benefit
payments. Practically all working persons in Luxembourg are covered by
this insurance system.

L.4 Origj.n and history

II. Missions and objectives

2.L General aim

The association is responsible for the recordingr and reportingr on
occupational accidents and occupaEional diseases and their proper
treatment in terms of benefit payments.

2.2 Intended users

The Insurance Association, policy makers.

IfI. Description

3 .l- Periodicity

A yearly report.
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3.2 Methodology

3.2.L Fie1d of survey

Almost all employees are covered by this insurance system; exceptions
are however very rare.

3.2.2 Organisation and technique

Because of the mandatory notification of occupational accidents and
diseases the insurance agency receives all data on accidenEs and
diseases.

3.3 Indicators

3.3.1 Basic indicators

Relevant indicators: position in company, causes of accidents, sort of
injury, branch.

3.3.2 other variables

Age-group, qender, nationality, civil status, financial consequences.

IV. Output and users

4.L Types of products and their influence

The output consist of a yearly report with a number of tables.

4.2 Accessibility

Information can be obtained througrh the reports.

4.3 Network integration ?

No network integration.

4.4 Actual users and actual use

No information was available about the actual use of the data.
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Labour force Survey

I. General context and structure

1.1 Identification:

trnquOte Beroepsbevolking
Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (CBS)

Hoof daf de I ing Gezondheids s tat is t ieken
Postbus 959
2270 AZ Voorburg
Netherlands

Telephone: 0?0 - 69434L
Telefax: 070 - 877429

L.2 Institutional context

The CBS is a Government institution, part of the Ministry of Economic
Affairs

1.3 General Outline

The survey provides information about the working populaEion of 15
years and older. The population is described by characEeristics as
gender, dg€, marital status, province, working time, economic sector
and occupational c1ass.

L.4 Origin and history

This survey is the successor of the "Arbeidskrachtentelling", it
appeared the first time with the 1987 results.

II. Missions and objectives

2.t General aim

Providing information concerning developements on the labour-market
(workj.ng and not-working labour force over 14 years old).

2.2 Intended users

The intended users are the Government institutions, scientific
researchers and in general all the subscribers.
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III. Description

3.1 Periodicity

Every two year

3.2 Methodologry

3.2.1 Fie1d of survey

The whole working population over 14 years oId.

3.2.2 Organisation and technique

The respondents in the sample provide the data. The sample consists of
132.000 adresses each year spread over 12 months. The respondents are
visited by specially trained interviewers of the CBS. The CBS then
processes the collected data.

3.3 Indicators

3.3.1 Basic indicators

- Description of job: wage-earners, self-employed, etc.
- Economic sector of activity of company
- temporary/steady job
- reason of temporary job
- work content: main activities
- manaqing activities (number of subordinates)
- actual working time
- working time according to contract
- number of days-off
- need for part-time/fu11-time
- reason part-time
- size of conpany
- working outside main job

3.3.2 Othef variables

The demographic characteristics of al} the members of the houshold and
their place in it. Furthermore data are recorded concerning the
persons in the houshold over 14 year old concernlng their position on
the labour-market in the past 12 months. Finally the community where
the workplace is situated is recorded.
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4.1

IV. Output and users

Types of products and their influence

Monthly, quarterly and yearly reports are produced. These are mainly
series of tables. On request more extensive material j.s available.

4.2 Accessibility

The main figures are available to the public through the reports.
Normally more extensive material is available, but the cost are
relatively high and the conditions strict.

Network integrration ?

There is no network-integration yet, due to privacy regulations and
the psychological "fear-factor" with the data-providers. However such
an integration is considered for the future.

Actual users and actual use

Potentially a larqe group of users, mainly civil servants and
researchers. The actual use especially by policy makers is (probably)
limited.

V. Critical analvsis

5.1 Is it useful?

The instrument is very appropriate for the description of a
population. As far as workingr conditions are concerned only a limited
amount of physical or mental load indicators are discribed. The
instrument does not give an insight in "consequences" of working
conditions in terms of the (objective/subjective) health situation of
the working population.

5.2

4.3

4.4

For what purposes?

Policy research in general,
requested for the description

How to improve it?

Faster publicati-on of data, to

for instance if population size is
of "risk-groups".

5.3

ensure constant up-to-date data.
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5.4 Potential for generalisaLion?

A high potential for generallsation.

5.5 .Lack of connection between function and needs?

The instrurnent. providee a Iot. of information, but due to bureaueraLic
procedures a Iot, of this information is only in a lirnited way
available to scientifie research.
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Life-Situation Survey

I. General context and structure

1.1 IdentificaEion:

De LeefsituaLie van de Nederlandse Bevolking (19..)
Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek
Hoof daf del ing Gezondheids s tatis t ieken
Postbus 959
2270 AZ Voorburg
Netherlands

Telephone: 070 - 69434L
Telefax: 070 - 877429

L.2 Institutional context

The CBS is a Government insEitution, part of the Ministry of Economic
Affairs

1.3 General Outline

The survey provides information on the life-situation in various parts
of society, the experience and valuation of the life-situation and the
use of collective means.

L.4 Origin and history

Results are published every 3 year since 1974. IE lras set up on
request by the Social-Cutural Planning Aqency. A strong need existed
for information on the experience of wellbeing and the use of social
care institutions.

II. Missions and objectives

2.t General aim

The general aim is to contribute to the "developement of a coherent
vision on social policy" and furthermore it provides a view on the
degree of greneral wellbeing.
One of t,he central elements is the provision of information about the
connection of the factual and perceived life-situation of citizens.

2.2 Intended users

Governmental agencies, the Social Cultural Planning Aqency and
scientif ic researchers.
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III. Description

3.1 Periodicity

The survey is done every 3 year.

3.2 Methodology

3.2.L Field of survey

General survey of a sample of the Dutch population (over l-7 years old)
of round 4.000 persons.

3.2.2 Organisation and technique

rt is a constantly changing sample from the community regisLers.

3.3 Indicators

3.3.1 Basic indicators

Working conditions:
- shiftwork
- noise/stench
- physical load
- danger
- workrate
- monotony
- working level

Health indicators:
- perceived health (VOEG-scaIe)
- use of medicin / smoking / alcohol
- use of medical faciliEies
- jobsatisfaction
- perceived promotion-opportunities

3.3.2 Other variables

Age, gender, urbanisation leveI, education 1eve1, income (of head of
houshold), social group (status).

IV. Outnut and users

4.L Types of products and their influence

Monthly, quarterly and yearly reports are produced. These are mainly
series of (nore-dimensional) tables. 0n reguest more extensive
material is available
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4.2

4.3

4.4

Access ibility

The main figures are available to the public through Ehe reports.
Normally more extensive material is available, but the cosL are
relatively high and the conditions strict.

Network integration ?

There is no network-integration yet, due to privacy regulations and
the psychological "fear-factor" with the data-providers. However such
an integration is considered for the future.

Actual users and actual use

Potentially a large group of users, mainly civil servants and
researchers. The actual use especially by policy makers is (probably)
limited.

v. Critical analysis

5.1 Is it useful?

The instrument provides a lot of information about the "independent"
and "dependent" indicators. It creates the possibility of further
analysis of consequences of working conditions for the health
s ituation.

For what purposes?

The development of policies concerninq the quality of working
conditions and the social care institutions

5.3 How to improve it?

to avoid the use of out-of-date data the publication of Lhe research
results should be speeded up. Furthermore it would be useful to
facilitate an easy use of the data by other scientific researchers.

Potential for generalisation?

A high potential for generalisation.

Lack of connection between function and needs?

5.2

5.4

The instrument provides a 1ot of information, but
procedures a lot of this information is only
available to scientific research.

due to
ina

bureaucratic
limited way

5.5
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1.2

Sickness Absence - InforuationsysEen lzyrzl

I. General context and structure

1.1 Identification:

Ziekteverzuim-registratie-systeem (ZVIS)
Nederlands Instituut voor Arbeidsomstandigheden (NIA)
De Boelelaan 30-32
1083 H,I Amsterdam
Netherlands

Telephone: 020 - 5498611
Telefax: 020 - 452310

1.3

Institutional context

The zvrs is a sickness-absence registraEion sysEem developed within
the frame of the NIA, an institute which concerns itself with many
different aspects of working conditions. rn order to maintain this
registration system NIA is yearly subsidized by various institutions
(Government, Socia1 Security Organisations, etc. ) .

Further NIA conducts various activities (training, advice, research)
for the subsidized and market sector.

General Outline

rt concerns a registration-system in which round 150 companiesparticipate. Of each worker a number of characteristics is reqistered
among which are also indicators for working conditions and health.
one of the main goals of zvrs is to provide the companiesparticipating in the registration sysEen with periodic detailed
overviews of their own 1eve1 of sickness-absence and of relevant
comparative (branch) data.
Furthermore ZVIS serves as a basis for a network to determine national
and sectoral levels of sickness-absence and provides an important data
source for social scientific research.

Origin and history

rn L976 the ccoz foundation was created. This was a scientific
research institute with the main focus on sickness absence anddisability. Part of the institutes activities was the maintenance of
an absence registration system. In 1989 this institute has merged with
the Safety InsLitute (VI) and was named NIA (see 1.t), the Dutch
Institute for Working Conditions.

L.4
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II. Missions and objectives

2.1 General aim

To maintain and develop a growing database and to provide information
for:

- companies to develop social management
- social scientifi.c research
- the production of a periodic thermometer: to asses the leve1 of

sickness absence

2.2 Intended users

- Manaqement/Personal managers of participating companies
- NlA-researchers (or other researchers)
- All other interested parties in the absence and disability issues.

III. Description

3.1 Periodicity

For the participating companies Lhere is a possibility to receive
monthly or quarterly and yearly an overview of their own absence-
figures and of reference groups.
Every 3 months an assesment of the national sickness absence Ievel is
published in cooperation with several other bodies active in this
f ield.

3.2 Methodology

3.2.7 Field of survey

The system consists of round 150 companies from the industrial sector
as well as institutions from the non-profit sector. The population
consists of all the workers employed with these companies and
institutions.

3.2.2 Organisation and technique

The participat.ing companies provide a constanE delivery of
notafications concerning sickness, recovery and accidents of their
employees. These notafications are processed by NIA into the database.
The composition of the panel of participating companies is for a large
part based on a theoretical sanple of the toLal number of companies
and institutions in the Netherlands.
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3.3 Indicators

3.3.1 Basic indicators

Working conditions:
- working time
- shiftwork
- occupational leve1
- nanagement level

Health indicators:
- sickness absence indices (percentagre, frequency and duration)
- accident figures

3.3.2 Other variables

Age, gender, marital status, nationality, educational Ievel.

rV. Output and users

4.L Types of products and their influence

On the basis of zvls-data combined with absence data from some other
sources (Social Security Agencies) every three monEhs a representative
view is provided of the national Ievel of sickness-absence.
ScienEific reports about research based on the ZVIS-daEabase are
regularly published, such as yearly analyses of absence
characteristics and absence trends.

4.2 Accessibility

Under very strict conditions non-NIA social researchers are allowed
limited access to the zvls-database. These strict limitations ensure
the protection of the privacy of companies and employees, as is now
required by law.

4.3 Network integration ?

No network integration.

4.4 Actual users and actual use

In view of the possibilities of the database the actual use could be
extended, internally as well as externally. Outside NIA the database
is only sporadically used by researchers.
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V. Critical analvsis

5.1 Is it useful?

very useful to investigate several relations concerning sickness
absence and several other registered variables. The system provides
participating companies information to optimize their social policies.

5.2 For what purposes?

To generate data interesting on a macro-Ievel (social security system)
as well as the provision of data relevant for individual companies.

5.3 Hohr to improve it?

$<tension of the number of participants especially in the public
sector.

5.4 Potential for generalisation?

There is a constant effort to keep the panel as representative as
possible by a selective approach of potential participants.

5.5 Lack of connection between function and needs?
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CBS - Occulntional Accidents Statistics

I. General context and structure

1.1 Identification:

Ongeval lens tatis tiek
Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (CBS)
Hoofdafdeling Gezondheids s tatis t ieken
Postbus 959
2270 Az Voorburg
Netherlands

Telephone: 070 - 694347
Telefax: 070 - 817429

7.2 Institutional context

The Central Bureau for Statistics (CBS) is responsible for the
production of the statisEics on occupational accidents and diseases.
The CBS is a Government institution, in organisational terms belonging
to the Ministry of Economic effairs.

1. 3 General Outli-ne

The statistic on occupational accidenEs and diseases provides an
overview of accident/disease relaEed indices split up by several
background variables. The statistic is based on all reported
occupational accident,s and diseases.

L.4 Origin and history

The statistic was created in 1967 to gai-n an insight in the number of
occupational accidents within each occupational insurance aqency.

rI. Missions and obiectives

2.1 General aim

The general aim of this statistic is to provide information concerning
the material accident causes; the final goal is the provision of a
framework for preventive policies.

2.2 Intended users

Mainly the Directorate General for Labour of Ehe Ministry of Labour
and Social Affairs, the labour rnspection and scientific researchers.
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III. Description

3.1 Periodicity

A yearly report (in 2 parts)

3.2 Methodologry

3.2.1 Field of survey

- all economic sectors
- the total working population

3.2.2 Organisation and technique

In the companies accident notification-forms are used to describe the
accident (sometimes the occupational insurance agency does this).
These forms are then processed by personal of the Directorate General.
The processed data are then transferred to CBS, which creates a yearly
s tatis tic .

3.3 rndicators

3.3.1 Basic indicators

- occupational insurance agency
- sector of economic activity
- material causes of accidents
- incidence of accidents
- frequency of accidents
- sort of injury
- probable absence duration
- occupaEional illnesses

3.3.2 other variables

Age, gender, foreign worker.

IV. Output and users

4.L Types of products and their influence

Publications concerning these data appear in the 'Maandstatistiek
Gezondheid' (a monthly CBS-publication) and in a yearly report in two
parts.
In addition more detailed information can be obtained from the Labour
Directorate of the Ministry of Social Affairs.
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4.2 Accessibility

The main figures are available to the public Ehrough the reports.
Normally more extensive material is avail-able, but the cost are
relatively high and the conditions strict.
The original raw data are kept by the Directorate General and can be
obtained under certain conditions.

4.3 Network integration ?

There is no network-integration yeL, due to privacy regulations and
the psychological "fear-factor" with the data-providers. However such
an integration is considered for the fuLure.

4,4 Actual users and actual use

The users of these statistics and detailed information are mainly the
Labour Directorate, the Labour Inspection and scientific researchers.
The actual use of the accident statistics on the policy making leve1
is however limited.

V. Critical analvsis

5.1 Is it useful?

In principle the data can be used to set up prevenEive policies,
instance to design regulations to ensure the safety of workers
specific workplaces.

5,2 For what purposes?

5.1

s.3 How to improve it?

The st.atistic is somewhat out-of-data, therefore a new classification
of causes is currently considered. Furthermore an overview of
accident-risks for specific occupations is missing, this is due to the
inability to determine precise occupations on Lhe basis of the current
accident notif ication-form.

Potential for generalisation?5.4

5.5 Lack of connection between function and needs?

The content of the statistic should be Euned more to the specific
wishes of potential users, for instance through introduction of the
variable occupation.

for
in

See
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Health Survey "The l{etherlands OK6" (1981}

I. General context and structure

1.1 Identi-f ication:

'Leeft Nederland Ok6'
De Stichting wederland Ok6 (in collaboratj.on with
the department of Social Health of the University of Limburg)
Postbus 520
3700 AM Zeist
Netherlands

1.2 Institutional context

As a co-operation between the University of Limburg and Ehe foundation
'Nederland Ok6' research has been conducted on several aspects of
health in the Netherlands, on the occasion of the 'National Health
week' in the sunmer of 1981.

1.3 General Outline

In this research the focus was on the experience of and attitudes
towards health and health behaviour of the Dutch population. The
report is based on an extensive questionnaire about health and ways of
living.

L.4 Origin and history

This was a one-time research as part of national health manifestation
in l-981.

II. Missions and objectives

2.7 General ain

In this research the focus was on the experience of and attltudes
(value patterns) towards health and health behaviour of the DuEch
population and certain specific part-populations. Furthermore it was
tried to show a relation between experiences and views about health
and the way of living.

2.2 Intended users

No specific target group but the researchers st,ressed the importance
of the results for developing policies concerning health education and
publicity and preventive healthcare.
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III. Description

3.1 Periodicity

One-time research

3.2 Methodology

3 .2.L rield of survey

The research dealt with 4 samples:
- population sample; aged 21 to 64 (tt = 1250)
- education-sector sample (N = 250)
- healthcare-sector (N = 250)
- sample of non-active population (disabled, pensioners,

unenploye6; u = 250)

3.2.2 Organisation and technique

The datacollection was carried out by means of structured
questionnaires by a specialized agency, the analysis and reporting was
done by researchers of the University of Limburg.

3.3 Indicators

3.3.1 gasic indicators

- occupation
- general wellbeing
- perceived health (vorc-scaIe)
- sickness behaviour
- medical consumption
- use of alcohol
- smoking habits
- nutrition
- physical exercise
- notj.ons about, health (value patterns)

3.3.2 Other variables

Age, gender, socio-economic status.

IV. Output and users

4.1 Types of products and their influence

The first report about this research has been published in 1981. tater
reports have discussed the outcome in more detail. No information was
available about the influence of these reports.
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4.2 Accessibility

The reports are public, the raw data are not accessible.

4.3 Network integration ?

4.4 Actual users and actual use

See 4.1

V. Critical analvsis

5.1 Is it useful?

The instrument provides the opportunity to study the relation between
a number of indicators (see 3.3).

5.2 For what purposes?

It provides information for health-education and prevention.

5.3 How to improve it?

5.4 Potential for greneralisation?

The survey consisted of a series of representative samples.

5.5 Lack of connection between function and needs?
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I. General context and structure

1.1 Identification:

Statis tiek Personeelss terkte
Nationaal Ziekenhuisinstituut (NzI)
Oudlaan 4

Postbus 9697
3506 cR Utrecht
Netherlands

Telephone: 030 - 739377
Telefax: 030 - 739438

L.2

II. Missions and objectives

2.L General aim

The aim of this statistic is
policy purposes, concerning
level of institutes as well
among other things insight
Ievels of the employed.

1.3

1.4

Institutionatr context

The "Statistiek Personeelssterkte" is produced by the National
Hospital rnstitute (Nzr). The Nzr carries out applied scientific
research on behalf of the intramural healEhcare and related secEors.
The insti.tute supports policy developments on the leveI of the
National ttospital councir as werr as on the lever of specific
institutions.

General Outline

In the yearly statistic a great number of aspects of the work force
the intramural healthcare is dealt with. Furthermore attention
given to turnover and sickness absence.

Origin and history

This statistic is published since 1973 (for several sub-secLors some
years later).

Personal-Porce Statistic (Eealth-Sector)

to gather and disseminate information for
capacity and personal planning on the

as higher Ievels. This statistic provides
in the development of sickness absence

1n
is
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2.2 Intended users

- National Hospital Council
- Management of hospitals.
- Hea1th Department

III. Description

3.1 Periodicity

For every category of intramural institutions (general hospitals,
psychiatric hospitals, etc. ) there is yearly report, produced.

3.2 Methodology

3.2.1 Fie1d of survey

The accumulated data are related to practically aII the healthcare
institutions in the Netherlands.

3.2.2 Organisation and technique

The daEa are gathered through a yearly survey held under all
institutions. The daLa are then processed by the NzI.

3.3 Indicators -'

3.3.1 Basic indicators

Working conditions:
- occupation
- fulltime/parttime

Health indicators:
- sickness absence percent,age, frequency and average duration

3.3.2 Other variables

Size of institution

IV. Output and users

4.L Types of products and their influence

See 3.1
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4.2 Accessibility

No acces to other parties

4.3 Network integration ?

No network integration

4.4 Actual users and acEual use

The data are used on severar different poricy revels.

V. Critical analvsis

5.1 Is it usefut?

Yes

5.2 For what purposes?

To provide information for personal planning and the development ofsocial policies.

5.3 How to improve it?

5.4 Potential for generalisation?

ft concerns a sector specific insErument.

5.5 Lack of connection between function and needs?

The instrument is developed on the basis of specific needs. This neansthat the needs are closery served by what the instrument has to offer.
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